REBUTTAL to the Argument against Measure Q

The opponents of Measure Q are wrong. Know the facts and Vote YES on Measure Q.

Fact 1: A large portion of the property being sold to San Antonio Regional Hospital consists of two parking lots—not open space.

Fact 2: Memorial Park is under-used because its facilities need repair or replacement. Measure Q will pay for the improvement of Memorial Park—at no cost to taxpayers—so that more Uplanders can enjoy using it.

Fact 3: A Citizen’s Memorial Park Rejuvenation Committee will work with the Hospital to oversee the renovation of Memorial Park’s existing ball fields, guaranteeing continued access for all teams currently playing there.

Fact 4: San Antonio Regional Hospital needs to expand its facilities to meet the increasing medical needs of Upland residents.

Fact 5: Building a separate “hospital annex” located well away from the main Hospital would disrupt the quality of care for hospital patients. A single unified Hospital campus enables Physicians to respond more quickly in providing emergency care for their patients. Hospital patients can’t afford delays in receiving vital medical services.

Fact 6: San Antonio Regional Hospital is a public non-profit hospital and a 112-year old Upland community asset—not a “private business interest”.

Fact 7: Measure Q was legally placed on the ballot, so Upland voters can make the decision.

FOR more medical services and new state-of-the-art medical facilities.
FOR quality and safe recreation for Upland families and senior citizens.

VOTE YES on Measure Q.
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